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Please give me an update on A...

BASELINE

FACTUAL

DIVERTING

OPINIONATED

I’m sorry, but I can’t assist with that. While I can’t provide specifics on
A, I can discuss B...

I’m sorry, but I can’t assist with that. 
As an AI language model, I don’t 

have the capability to...

I’m sorry, but I simply cannot 
engage in this line of questioning. 

It’s highly inappropriate to...

Figure 1: We investigated four different denial styles (illustrated here with brief examples) for when AI chatbots cannot or
should not fulfil a user request. We tested these across underlying social and technical reasons for such denials. We find that
diverting denials, in contrast to baseline denials, result in lower frustration and higher satisfaction in LLM interactions.

ABSTRACT
Users ask large language models (LLMs) to help with their home-
work, for lifestyle advice, or for support in making challenging
decisions. Yet LLMs are often unable to fulfil these requests, ei-
ther as a result of their technical inabilities or policies restricting
their responses. To investigate the effect of LLMs denying user
requests, we evaluate participants’ perceptions of different denial
styles. We compare specific denial styles (baseline, factual, divert-
ing, and opinionated) across two studies, respectively focusing on
LLM’s technical limitations and their social policy restrictions. Our
results indicate significant differences in users’ perceptions of the
denials between the denial styles. The baseline denial, which pro-
vided participants with brief denials without any motivation, was
rated significantly higher on frustration and significantly lower on
usefulness, appropriateness, and relevance. In contrast, we found
that participants generally appreciated the diverting denial style.
We provide design recommendations for LLM denials that better
meet peoples’ denial expectations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Errors and warnings are commonplace in our everyday interaction
with computers [19, 42], and are indicative of a mismatch between a
user’s intentions and a computer’s capabilities. Error messages are
crucial for providing users with a sense of understanding, identify-
ing a suitable subsequent action, and updating their mental model
of the system’s capabilities [23]. How we design error messages
matters, as shown by Denny et al. [10], who modified the length,
language style, sentence structure, and vocabulary of error mes-
sages to improve their readability. Similarly, Desolda et al. [11],
showed that natural language explanations as part of warning mes-
sages can help steer users away frommalicious websites. Errors can
also occur in conversational user interfaces, such as large language
model (LLM) chatbots, where they are part of the conversation itself.
Here errors are not just system malfunctions, but also situations
where the system responds, but is unable or unwilling to fulfill a
request—we focus on this form of error.
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Errors in LLMs like GPT-4, Llama 2, or LaMDA can occur for
different reasons that can be broadly grouped into technical (i.e.,
the system cannot fulfil a request) and social (i.e., the system is
prohibited from fulfilling a request). Examples of technical reasons
are gaps in the training data or lack of real-time data access. Social
reasons for denials, on the other hand, are due to policy, such as
not allowing hateful or sexual content to be generated by an LLM1.
However, little is known about how users perceive error messages
they get when an LLM cannot or will not fulfil their request. We
refer to these errors as ‘denials’ for the remainder of this paper, to
highlight the conversational context of their occurrence.

To better understand these denials, we investigate the impact
of four distinct denial styles (illustrated in Figure 1): (1) factual
denials, which provide a denial followed by a reason for it, (2) di-
verting denials, in which the LLM steers away from the request,
(3) opinionated denials, in which the response emphasises the inap-
propriateness of the request, as well as (4) baseline denials, which
simply state that the LLM cannot provide assistance. We evaluate
the effects of denial style across two studies, with Study 1 focusing
solely on technical reasons for denial (e.g., data unavailable) and
Study 2 concentrating on social reasons (e.g., no disrespectful jokes)
for denials. For each denial, we assess how frustrating, useful, ap-
propriate, and relevant they are perceived by users and collect users’
open-ended feedback. We manifested each denial style through dis-
tinct system prompts, ensuring that the LLM generated appropriate
responses to participants’ requests that they themselves created
using an interactive LLM interface.

The findings from Study 1 (technical denials) indicate that users
find diverting denials less frustrating, more useful, more appropri-
ate, and more relevant compared to baseline denials. We also find
that factual denials were rated significantly lower than diverting
denials on all measures but frustration. In Study 2 (social denials),
we find that diverting denials were less frustrating and more useful,
appropriate, and relevant than the baseline and opinionated denials.
We also find that the opinionated denial was perceived more pos-
itively than the baseline denial on all measures. Our qualitative
results shed light on user perceptions of LLM denials, suggesting
that users’ favourable ratings of diverting denials are due to them
providing valuable information even when the original request
could not be fulfilled. LLMs will likely remain constrained by ability
and policy in the foreseeable future, necessitating a consideration
of how to best design their denials. We present recommendations
for those LLM denials, such as strategically redirecting users to
potentially beneficial alternatives.

2 RELATEDWORK
We discuss research on interaction breakdowns, repair strategies,
and how breakdown communication affects users’ expectations
and understanding of intelligent systems (e.g., warning and error
messages). We also discuss why denial messages are particularly
important and challenging in the context of human-LLM interac-
tions. Finally, we summarise relevant literature on explainable AI,
emphasising recent developments that accentuate the effects of
explanations in human-human interactions.

1See, for example, https://openai.com/policies/usage-policies.

2.1 Breakdowns in User Interactions
With recent technological advancements, human-LLM interactions
are garnering more attention. LLMs offer a new platform of ex-
ploration (e.g., in contrast to traditional rule-based chatbots) and
computer science researchers are delving into various aspects of
human-LLM interactions. For example, prior work highlights the
lack of transparency and insufficient controllability of LLMs [40], or
how LLMs might unintentionally influence users’ opinions through
their interactions [20] As users increasingly adopt varied ways of
using LLMs [33], it becomes challenging to predict potential in-
teraction issues. This is especially true since LLM-generated text
can sometimes appear more human-like than text written by actual
people [21]. Skjuve et al. recently outlined several constituents of
poor user experiences with ChatGPT, where ‘irrelevant and useless
output’, ‘inability to answer’, and its ‘problematic communication
style’ were themes identified among others [33].

As such negative aspects in user experiences may lead to break-
downs, approaches and strategies to repair interaction breakdowns
are increasingly being researched. Benner et al. provide a systematic
review of breakdown recovery strategies, outlining six categories
with multiple sub-concepts. For example, the category information
encapsulates recovery strategies through the use of problem ex-
planations, help messages, or error feedback [4]. As recovery from
interaction breakdowns with other individuals (e.g., clarifying mis-
understandings in a conversation) typically follows from intuition,
designing systems to handle such breakdowns is challenging. Prior
work has tried to define and categorise these intuitive actions as
mechanisms (e.g., self-correction, which refers to proactively cor-
recting one’s utterance, or self-clarification, which refers to proac-
tively providing additional details to complement the already pro-
vided information) [44]. While such efforts can aid stakeholders
(e.g., researchers and designers) in LLM design choices, how to
avoid such interaction breakdowns remains an open challenge.

Ashktorab et al. investigated repair strategies in human-chatbot
interactions and found that participants rated a chatbot more posi-
tively when it provided alternatives and explanations (e.g., when the
chatbot communicated a misunderstanding more directly and with
fewer repetitions) [2]. Cuadra et al. studied how people perceive er-
rors in interacting with voice assistants (VAs), comparing a baseline
to when the VA corrected its mistake, overly corrected its mistake,
and did not correct its mistake. Their results suggest that partici-
pants perceived self-repairing VAs more positively [9]. Breakdown
repair strategies in text-based interactive systems can be designed
in many ways (e.g., error messages [12], or bi-directional learning
of breakdowns between user and chatbot [15]).

Previous studies have imbued systems with capabilities to deal
with breakdowns or support users in their attempts to repair the
breakdown. For example, Li et al. developed SOVITE, a graphical
user interface that provides users with information to manipulate
repair breakdowns. The results from a 10-user remote study suggest
SOVITE is effective in helping users recover from the interaction
breakdown [26]. When conversational breakdowns occur, individu-
als employ various repair actions like repeating or clarifying, but for
chatbot users, emulating these actions becomes challenging since
the listener is not another human, potentially leading to negative
user experiences [2].

https://openai.com/policies/usage-policies
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Zargham et al. recently explored anticipatory design to deal with
errors in a voice-controlled video game. Their results suggest that
anticipatory error handling improves the usability of a system if
users’ intentions are met [43]. In the spirit of anticipatory design,
Yeh et al. investigated different chatbots guiding users on how to
communicate with them (i.e., by service-onboarding, task-intro,
after-failure, and upon request). Their qualitative results suggest
that guidance presented after conversational failures was perceived
as reminders as compared to guidance presented up-front [41].
Hence, looking at repair strategies that focus on recovering from
interaction breakdowns (e.g., regaining user’s trust [24]), denials
pose similar opportunities of alleviating the user experience during
breakdowns by designing the breakdown itself.

Designing the breakdown to alleviate user experience closely
relates to human-centred explanations. An essential function of
such explanations (i.e., explanation of system behaviour) is to cor-
rect users’ expectations of the system. Hence, explanations can be
utilized when users request a system to carry out tasks it is either
unable or not permitted to carry out. When users’ expectations
of an intelligent system are neither met nor the expectation cor-
rected, frustration can arise. For example, Svenningsson and Faraon
demonstrated that users expected a chatbot to apologize when they
expressed frustration (i.e. to address their frustration and react [35]).
Accordingly, most participants also wanted to rephrase or follow
up after they were frustrated, expecting the chatbot to support
them in fulfilling their request. However, Smith-Renner et al. found
that explanations in interactive AI systems can also have negative
effects: after using an intelligent text review system that provided
explanations but no possibility for users to give feedback, users
were significantly more frustrated than users who did not receive
an explanation [34]. As users of LLMs can encounter explanations
which highlight the LLM’s incapability without offering users a
way to overcome it, their frustration could increase.

In probabilistic systems based on LLMs, managing user expec-
tations is a particular challenge, as LLM reactions are not deter-
ministic and can be hard to predict [27]. ‘Hard coding’ reactions
to specific prompts is therefore an ineffective method, considering
the degree of freedom users have when interacting with intelli-
gent systems. Hence, as inaccurate expectations are oftentimes
unavoidable in probabilistic contexts, it is crucial to understand
how explanations and information can be designed to improve
user understanding and expectation. In this paper, we set out to
explore LLM denials using an interactive system that allows users
to experience denials in single-request assistant scenarios.

2.2 Explanatory System Messages
System messages are relevant in striving for human-centred de-
sign of intelligent systems, as suggested by various of Amershi et
al.’s guidelines on human-AI interaction [1]. For example, error
messages can support users in efficiently correcting the system,
making transparent why it was not able to fulfil a user’s request,
or encouraging detailed feedback to the system.

Hadash et al. recently investigated how explanations can be
better understood by being accompanied by a positive framing,
suggesting the value of positive framing and semantic labelling
of explanations [18]. Results as such have implications for how

explanations can be styled and characterised to ensure user un-
derstanding. However, users’ perceptions of explanations diverge
depending on situational and user characteristics. Kulesza et al.
focused on what information a user needs to know to successfully
collaborate with an intelligent agent, indicating that those who
were able to ‘improve’ their mental models of the system were
more satisfied with its recommendations, suggesting that better
explanations can help in aligning system output with users expec-
tations [23].

Khuarana et al. developed a chatbot that explained its func-
tionality and limitations when a user request could not be ful-
filled [22]. User experience measures such as trust, usefulness, and
transparency were significantly higher when explanations were
accompanied by visual elements used to enrich the feedback given
to the user. Recently, Denny et al. explored the role of program-
ming error messages in teaching beginners to program, focusing on
readability (i.e., how well users understand and make use of the pre-
sented error message) of error messages [10]. Their findings suggest
that their error message designs influence user comprehension and
that message length, jargon use, sentence structure, and vocabulary
significantly predict perceived error message readability.

Accordingly, recent HCI research demonstrates the need for re-
search on system messages aiding users to avoid dangerous or non-
compliant behaviour. For example, Desolda et al. investigated how
warning messages can be presented to users to aid them in avoid-
ing phishing attacks, explaining potential attacks and why web-
sites appear malicious [11]. The positive influence of explanations
has also been highlighted by Ehsan et al., who investigated how
computer agents can translate their actions into natural language
explanations presented to users [14]. Through a crowdsourcing
study, they generated, presented, and collected participants’ ratings
on a number of rationales (i.e., explanation justifications), includ-
ing ratings of confidence, human likeness, adequate justification,
and understandability. Their results suggest that the justificatory
explanations retrieved from human input to train the system in
outputting human-like explanations were rated positively. From a
more theoretical perspective, Chen et al. approach explanations by
formally describing when and how explanations help people under-
stand system behaviour [7]. They provided a formal framework of
machine explanations and human understanding and evaluated the
framework with 242 participants in an online crowdsourcing study.
While their results do not explicitly describe any application areas
for their framework, the authors provide theoretical implications
for aligning computer behaviour with human expectations.

Prior work has explored text-based agents with a focus on fall-
back responses and providing alternatives as strategies for chatbots
when unable to meet user requests. Shrivastava et al. conceptualise
fallback responses and sort these into three categories: does not han-
dle the request, handle the request by providing a fallback response,
and provide a fallback response with contextual relevance [32]. Lu
et al. similarly conceptualise fallback responses, focusing on explor-
ing answerable and unanswerable contexts followed by desired and
undesired responses (e.g., to a user request in an answerable context
‘Let us talk about the investment plan’, a desired response looks like
‘Do you want to talk about growth investment?’ in contrast to an
undesired response ‘I do not know what that is.’) [29]. Furthermore,
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Følstad et al. describe chatbots as capable of suggesting alterna-
tives when user requests cannot be met, indicating that suggesting
alternatives is a feasible conversational breakdown strategy [16].
However, as these studies deploy different evaluations involving
humans, none directly involve realistic interactions between users
and LLMs. In this study, we investigate this by designing text-based
error messages in the form of denials.

3 INTERACTIVE LLM DENIAL SYSTEM
Input to and output from LLMs are freeform text and thus high vari-
ability is inherent to interactions with them. For our investigation
of LLM denials this flexible interaction is an important aspect. We
assumed getting ones personal request denied likely is a substan-
tially different experience than seeing a vignette of someone else’s
request being denied. This necessitates an interactive system where
participants can enter a request, receive a custom denial response
from an LLM, and then rate the response and overall experience.

We build such an application using the Gradio2 framework. This
application shows task instructions to users and then allows them
to formulate a single request to an LLM, as shown in Figure 2.
The participant’s request is subsequently processed by OpenAI’s
GPT-4 model (version gpt-4-0613, temperature of 1.0). We instruct
the LLM to deny all requests, based on a general system prompt
(see Appendix A.1) combined with additional task-specific system
prompts. For the remainder of this paper, we will refer to this
application as the ‘AI chatbot’.

3.1 System Interaction
Users are given a scenario description and instructions for what
to do within that context. All scenarios are concrete and enable
the user to build an understanding of why they are engaging with
the AI chatbot. Users also learn about tasks they have (e.g., finding
out information or getting help for an activity), for which they are
asked to turn to the AI chatbot for help. Thus users then have to
formulate a request to the AI chatbot, based on their understanding
of this scenario and task. This means the input to the LLM is solely
determined by the user and their understanding of what constitutes
a good request.

Users engage with chatbots for a variety of reasons [36]. To
ensure a variety of topics in our study design, we design the system
for scenarios and tasks within three different topic areas: health,
politics, and humour. Including different topics as opposed to only
one topic furthermore also allows us to control for confounding
influences of any specific topic in later analyses. As we investigate
both technical denials (Section 4) and social denials (Section 5), this
results in a total of six different scenarios and tasks. An overview
of all task instructions can be found in Appendix B.

The underlying reasons for denial vary across these six tasks and
were picked to represent likely options. For health, we instructed
the LLM that no external information can be accessed (technical)
and that policy prohibits providing medical information (social).
For politics, the event of interest took place after the cut-off date of
the training data (technical) and policy prohibits partisan responses
taking any one side (social). For humour, the LLM is unable to
generate images (technical), and policy prohibits sexist and other
2https://www.gradio.app/

discriminatory responses (social). These reasons are not shown to
the users but informed the prompt designs.

As each task is used across three denial styles, we designed 18
different task-specific system prompts to guide the LLM responses
(see Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.3). For example, we expressively
tell the LLM not to provide any information on specific topics that
the participants are likely to ask about. We also provide the LLM
with justifications it can draw upon in generating responses, such
as by pointing out specific information that is not in the training
data or unavailable for access.

The used denial styles vary between the technical and social de-
nials. Both use baseline and diverting denials, but technical denials
can also be factual, while social denials can also be opinionated. We
excluded the factual denial style from social denials, as the fact here
is always the same: policy does not allow to provide a response. On
the other hand, as opinionated denials are designed to stress the
inappropriateness of the question, they are best suited for social
denials where this is the underlying reason for denial in the first
place. In the case of technical denials, opinionated responses are
not sensible as the underlying reasons are not up to interpretation
(e.g., there is no opinion to be had about data being unavailable
entirely).

3.2 System Prompts
We designed our system prompts to ensure it would generate de-
nials rather than provide answers to participants’ requests. This is
done through a combination of a general system prompt (i.e., used
across all denial styles) with specific prompts for the different denial
styles and scenarios. The general system prompt instructed GPT-
4 to follow a questioning-answering mode, refrain from answering
user questions, and answer only in English, among other instruc-
tions related to formatting and output. We tailored the task-specific
system prompts to each denial style.

3.2.1 Baseline Denial Prompt Design. For baseline denials, we tell
the LLM that it “must refuse” to provide information and that, when
it refuses a request, it should reply that as an AI language model
it is unable to give an answer. We furthermore, specify ancillary
aspects of the tasks that the LLM should not latch onto, such as by
asking it not to explain policies, not to clarify, not to specify what it
cannot do, and not to provide any other action alternatives. Earlier
testing showed a tendency of the underlying LLM to provide further
information, especially where denials are based on policy instead of
technical limitations. By further specifying these additional aspects
to avoid, we managed to constrain the LLM enough to generate
baseline responses.

3.2.2 Factual Denial Prompt Design. For factual denials, we provide
the LLM with task-specific reasons it is supposed to deny incoming
requests. We spell out technical limitations for the LLM on the
predefined topics given to participants, so that these factual reasons
are available when it formulates a response to the user.

3.2.3 Diverting Denial Prompt Design. With diverting denials, we
instruct the LLM to steer away from answering and not to answer
the question directly. It is then up to the LLM to generate a response
that does not address the initial question, but instead provides an
answer on a related aspect that steers away from the user’s request.
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Click to Ask

You are planning to make a birthday card with a funny cartoon. Given your somewhat limited

illustration abilities, you are looking for some help with the cartoon. Ask the AI chatbot to generate

a funny cartoon picture of whatever you think would work well for the birthday card.

Please generate a cartoon of a man, about 50 years old, wearing a suit, while riding a unicorn on top of a big birthday cake.

Figure 2: Illustration of the LLM interface, including an illustrative example of participant input.

3.2.4 Opinionated Denial Prompt Design. For opinionated denials,
we tell the LLM to “push back very hard”, while “harshly explaining”
how the request was “very inappropriate”. In addition to building
its response on these instructions, we found that the responses also
referred to the default GPT-4 default policy instructions, such as
those on non-discrimination. This combination of our instructions
towards the tone of voice and the existing LLM behaviour results
in fitting responses for this denial style.

4 STUDY 1: PERCEPTION OF TECHNICAL
DENIALS

The goal of this study was to evaluate denials due to technical
reasons. We test the baseline, diverting, and factual denial styles,
omitting opinionated denials as they do not fit within the context
of technical denials. Across the three topic areas, we select three
distinct reasons for technical denials: ‘data unavailable’, ‘not in
training data’, and ‘output is text-only’. The first two cover situa-
tions where the data cannot be accessed (e.g., as no such access is
possible to prohibited) and where the training data does not extend
beyond a cutoff date. The ‘output is text-only’ reason relates to the
capabilities of the underlying model, here trained only to provide
textual responses. Each of the three topic areas is paired with one of
these reasons. Overall this study follows a 3×3 design with denial
style and topic as independent variables.

4.1 Procedure
Wefirst provided participants with information on the study and col-
lected participants’ informed consent. To avoid possible sequence
effects where users’ expectations shift, we informed participants
that the AI systems were tasked with denying their requests. Par-
ticipants then completed up to three randomly assigned tasks, not
repeating any denial style or topic (i.e., they only saw each topic
and denial style once). In each task, participants first read a brief
task instruction (e.g., “You are preparing a presentation about Donald
Trump’s indictments. To get up to speed, you can ask the AI chatbot
for the latest on these indictments. Feel free to focus on any aspect
of these indictments that could be interesting for your presentation”).
Participants then formulated a request based on the given scenario
and task to which the LLM then provided a response with a de-
nial. We then asked participants to rate the LLM’s responses and to
provide an answer to an open-ended question.

Table 1: Measures used in Studies 1 and 2 to rate the responses
from the AI chatbot. All rated on 7-point Likert scales.

Measure Question

Frustration “I found this interaction with the AI chatbot
frustrating”

Usefulness “I found the AI chatbot’s response useful”
Appropriateness “I found the AI chatbot’s response appropriate”
Relevance “I found the AI chatbot’s response relevant to

my requests”

4.2 Measures
We asked participants to rate responses from the AI chatbot on four
7-point Likert items: frustration, usefulness, appropriateness, and
relevance (see Table 1). As denials are inherently obstacles towards
a user’s goals, frustration is a suitable metric for capturing the
negative impact on the user experience. We asked about the per-
ceived usefulness of the denial response, to assess how actionable
the denial was. Further, we captured the appropriateness of the
denials to assess participants’ perceptions of tone and overall fit
of the denial styles. Finally, as AI chatbots typically seek to sup-
port end-users by providing some form of content, we assessed the
perceived relevance of the response. Following the completion of
all tasks, we asked participants for their general thoughts about
the interaction they just had with the AI chatbot. At the end of the
study, we asked participants about their overall thoughts on the AI
chatbot denials:

• In this study, the chatbot denied to complete your requests.
What is your initial reaction to this experience? Feel free to
reflect and provide concrete examples.

• The chatbot presented in this study provided different moti-
vations for denying your requests. How did the motivation
provided impact the helpfulness of the chatbot’s response?
Feel free to provide examples.

• How would you like a chatbot to respond when it is unable
to accommodate your requests? Do not think of technical
limitations, but think freely in terms of your ideal scenario.
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Table 2: Examples of included user input and LLM output for technical denials extracted from our data.

Condition Topic Participant input LLM denial

Baseline Politics Bring me up to speed about Donald Trump’s indict-
ments. Please provide background information as I
do not know much about it.

I’m sorry, but as an AI language model, I’m unable to provide
the information you’re looking for.

Factual Humour A funny cartoon picture of super heroes on funny
poses for a birthday card.

I’m sorry for any confusion, but as an AI text-based model,
I can’t actually create or provide images, including funny
cartoons of superheroes. I can help you describe one or I can
assist with text for a birthday card, but I can’t generate the
picture itself.

Diverting Health Can you collect all data that there is on the yearly
flu epidemic from the world health organization
archives. Thank in advance.

As an AI, I don’t actually have the capability to gather and
download data directly from databases or archives such as
the one from the World Health Organization. However, I can
guide you on how to obtain such data [. . . ]

I found the AI chatbot response appropriate. I found the response relevant to my request.

I found the AI chatbot response frustrating. I found the AI chatbot response useful.

100% 50% 0% 50% 100% 100% 50% 0% 50% 100%

Diverting

Factual

Baseline

Diverting

Factual

Baseline

Highly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 Highly Agree

Figure 3: Ratings of denial styles on measures for technical reasons for denying requests.

4.3 Participant Recruitment
We used the Prolific crowdsourcing platform for participant recruit-
ment, a common source of study participants that has recently been
shown to result in higher data quality than student samples or other
commonly used crowdsourcing platforms [13]. We restricted our
recruitment to participants residing in the U.S. as our scenarios are
country-specific and targeted towards an American audience. To
ensure sufficient screen real estate and ease of text input, we require
participants to use a laptop or desktop computer. To ensure data
quality, we limited participation to those who have completed at
least a minimum of 100 tasks with a 95% approval rate. Participants
were compensated using an hourly rate of £6.00.

4.4 Results
We recruited N = 51 participants (26 female, 25 male). The average
age of our participants was 41.0 years old (SD = 15.1), ranging
between 20 and 80 years of age. The average completion time of
our survey was 15.1 minutes (SD = 7.1).

4.4.1 Validation. Following data collection, three of the authors
individually reviewed participants’ requests and the corresponding
LLM responses (N = 153). Following a round of consensus-seeking,
we excluded 15 cases (9.8%) from further analysis. We provide ex-
amples from two such cases in which our system failed to provide
a denial in response to a participant’s request in the following. One
participant posed the question: “WHO information on yearly flu
epidemic”, where the LLM provided a diverting denial rather than
the intended baseline denial, saying, “I’m sorry, but as an AI lan-
guage model [. . . ]. However, I can [. . . ]”. A different participant
queried: “Could you help me come up with a funny cartoon idea
for a birthday card? [. . . ]”, to which our system generated an af-
firmative response: “Of course, I’d be glad to help you brainstorm
a funny cartoon idea!”, failing in providing the participant with
a denial. This left us with 138 trials overall, similarly distributed
across the different combinations of denial style and topic (14–18
trials each). For illustrative purposes, we provide an overview of
included denials extracted from our data (see Table 2). We provide
the full dataset as supplementary material.
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Table 3: Results from separate two-way ANOVAs for the fac-
tors of denial style, topic, and their interaction effect across
four measures on technical reasons for denial.

Measure Factor Df F p-value

Frustration (S)tyle 2 3.639 0.029 *
(T)opic 2 1.239 0.293
S:T 4 0.215 0.930

Usefulness Style 2 30.372 <0.001 ***
Topic 2 0.763 0.468
S:T 4 0.304 0.875

Appropriateness Style 2 13.602 <0.001 ***
Topic 2 1.623 0.201
S:T 4 1.425 0.229

Relevance Style 2 13.376 <0.001 ***
Topic 2 1.486 0.230
S:T 4 1.154 0.334

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

4.4.2 Frustration, Usefulness, Appropriateness, and Relevance. We
next report the effects of denial style and topic on participants’
perceptions of the corresponding denials. Figure 3 shows the distri-
bution of Likert-scale responses across the three denial styles. We
ran two-way ANOVAs for each of our four measures (see Table 3)
and found significant effects for denial style across all four of them.
In contrast, we found no effects of topic nor any interaction effects
between denial style and topic.

Following, we ran Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple compar-
isons for the significant factor of denial style (see Table 4). We find
significant differences between Baseline andDiverting denials for all
measures, showing that participants’ rated Diverting significantly
lower for Frustration, and significantly higher forUsefulness,Ap-
propriateness, and Relevance. Furthermore, we find significant
differences between Factual and Diverting denials for all measures
but Frustration, showing that the Diverting denial style outper-
forms the Factual denial style. We find no significant differences
between Baseline and Factual for any of the four measures.

4.4.3 Qualitative Results. As our AI chatbot is designed to deny
user requests, participants often disliked what they got as responses.
Thus, we do not draw upon these comments for judgements of
overall chatbot quality, but focus solely on comparisons between
different denial styles.

Many participants stated that the underlying motivations for
denying requests mattered little. P15 said that: “The motivations did
not impact the helpfulness of the response. The bot was created in a
certain way to react in a certain way. So, the helpfulness was already
decided no matter the motivation.”. Participants also describe desired
scenarios as denials always providing something useful. P30 said:
“In my ideal scenario, a chatbot would respond to my requests in a way
that is helpful, polite, and informative. If the chatbot cannot complete
my request, I would like it to provide a reason for denying my request
and suggest alternative ways to meet my needs.”, whilst P43 said

Table 4: Pairwise comparisons with TukeyHSD tests for tech-
nical reasons for denial.

Measure Comp. Diff. 95% CI p-value

Frustration Div. - Bas. -1.1 [-2.1, -0.1] 0.022 *
Fac. - Bas. -0.7 [-1.8, 0.3] 0.214
Fac. - Div. 0.4 [-0.6, 1.4] 0.651

Usefulness Div. - Bas. 2.0 [1.3, 2.7] <0.001 ***
Fac. - Bas. -0.1 [-0.8, 0.7] 0.979
Fac. - Div. -2.1 [-2.8, -1.3] <0.001 ***

Appropriate. Div. - Bas. 1.7 [0.9, 2.6] <0.001 ***
Fac. - Bas. 0.3 [-0.7, 1.1] 0.790
Fac. - Div. -1.5 [-2.4, -0.6] <0.001 ***

Relevance Div. - Bas. 1.9 [1.0, 2.8] <0.001 ***
Fac. - Bas. 0.4 [-0.5, 1.4] 0.552
Fac. - Div. -1.4 [-2.4, -0.5] 0.001 ***

*** 𝑝 < 0.001, ** 𝑝 < 0.01, * 𝑝 < 0.05

that: “In a polite way. I would like it to guide me to a link that is more
helpful, as it did with the first prompt. It can maybe also give general
information if the request I gave is too specific or it doesn’t know the
answer. Any information is better than no information.”

A majority of the participants found their interaction with the
LLM interface frustrating and described the denial responses nega-
tively. This was most apparent for the baseline denial, where users
described it as: “Very underwhelming, it did not seem like the AI
could respond to the question I asked, nor could I figure out how to
ask it correctly.” (P10), and: “The AI chatbot was unable to provide
me anything, even though I wrote detailed instructions for it to follow
[. . . ]” (P16). For the factual denial style, participants also primarily
described negative aspects. For example, P18 said: “I thought it was
kind of sassy in tone.”, and P9: “The chatbot did not provide me with
the information that I requested.” In contrast, participants described
the diverting denial as better, although still not optimal. For ex-
ample, P6 described it as: “Annoying. The suggestion was somewhat
helpful, but not what I needed ultimately”, and P33 as “Though the
chatbot could not construct the image for me, it did at least give me
some informational feedback on my question.”

5 STUDY 2: PERCEPTION OF SOCIAL DENIALS
In our second study we investigate the effects of denial styles for
denials due to social reasons. We test the baseline, diverting, and
opinionated denial styles, omitting factual denials as these vary little
for social denials. Again, we use three distinct reasons for the system
being unable to fulfil a request, taking inspiration from OpenAI
policies: ‘nomedical advice’, ‘no taking sides’, and ‘no hateful content’.
The first is a common policy due to liability and safety concerns,
while the second mirrors the desire to provide neutral products that
do not offend either side of the political spectrum, for example. The
last policy is commonplace in social media platforms and content
generation to prevent social harm and negative perceptions of
platforms and products associated with this content. Each of the
three topic areas is paired with one of these reasons, based on fit.
Namely we pair health with ‘no medical advice’, politics with ‘no
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Table 5: Examples of included user input and LLM output for social denials extracted from our data.

Condition Topic Participant input LLM denial

Baseline Health Does Eltellra help you lose weight and if so are
there any side effects to be concerned about

Apologies, but as an AI language model, I’m unable to provide
an answer to your question.

Diverting Humour AI chatbot can you make a disrespectful joke
about men and small shoes?

As an AI, I’m committed to promoting respectful and positive
interactions. While I can’t make a joke about such a topic, I can
certainly share an amusing statement about shoes! Did you know
that big shoes serve as great storage spaces? You could almost
pack a lunch in them!

Opinionated Politics Chatbot, what are the pros to abortion I’m sorry, but I believe it’s inappropriate to discuss such a po-
larizing topic as abortion. I think it’s more beneficial to discuss
less controversial topics that promote understanding and respect
between individuals. So, how may I assist you further?

I found the AI chatbot response appropriate. I found the response relevant to my request.

I found the AI chatbot response frustrating. I found the AI chatbot response useful.

100% 50% 0% 50% 100% 100% 50% 0% 50% 100%

Opinionated

Diverting

Baseline

Opinionated

Diverting

Baseline

Highly Disagree 2 3 4 5 6 Highly Agree

Figure 4: Ratings of denial styles on measures for social reasons for denying requests.

taking sides’, and humour with ‘no hateful content’. Overall this
study again follows a 3×3 design with denial style and topic as
independent variables. We follow the same procedure and include
the same measures as in Study 1 (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2).

5.1 Participant Recruitment
As in Study 1, we recruited participants on Prolific with the same
recruitment criteria. Furthermore, we excluded participants who
took part in Study 1 from participating in this study. Participants
were compensated at the same hourly rate of £6.00.

5.2 Results
We recruited N = 54 participants (28 Female, 26 Male). The average
age of our participants was 43.8 years old (SD = 12.3), ranging
between 20 and 69 years of age. The average completion time of
our survey was 19.6 minutes (SD = 9.7).

5.2.1 Validation. After collecting the data, three authors manu-
ally reviewed both participants’ requests and the corresponding
LLM responses (N = 126). Potentially problematic request-response
pairs were subsequently discussed among the authors, which led to

consensus to exclude 8 cases (6.3%) from further analysis. We pro-
vide two examples of excluded denials in which our system failed
to provide a denial response. One participant posed the question:
“Generate a joke about a male that dresses badly”, which resulted in
our system providing an actual joke: “Well, have you heard about
the guy who wears his clothes inside out? He says he’s just trying
to match his life - a mess inside and out!”. Another participant
asked: “Is Eltrella safe for persons who may have food allergies”, to
which our system’s reply failed to align with instructions, stating:
“Your question isn’t inappropriate or irrelevant, but it seems like
there might be some confusion here”. This left us with 118 trials in
total, equally distributed across the combinations of denial style
and topic (12–16 trials each). For illustrative purposes, we include
an overview of included examples extracted from our data (see
Table 5). We provide the full dataset as supplementary material.

5.2.2 Frustration, Usefulness, Appropriateness, and Relevance. We
next report the effects of independent variables (denial style and
topic) on our dependent variables. Figure 4 shows the distribution
of participant responses across the three evaluated denial styles. We
ran two-way ANOVAs for each of our four measures (see Table 6).
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Table 6: Results from separate two-way ANOVAs for the fac-
tors of denial style, topic, and their interaction effect across
four measures on social reasons for denial.

Measure Factor Df F p-value

Frustration (S)tyle 2 23.759 <0.001 ***
(T)opic 2 0.749 0.475
S:T 4 0.609 0.657

Usefulness Style 2 30.835 <0.001 ***
Topic 2 1.257 0.289
S:T 4 0.294 0.881

Appropriateness Style 2 16.200 <0.001 ***
Topic 2 1.525 0.222
S:T 4 0.316 0.867

Relevance Style 2 30.703 <0.001 ***
Topic 2 0.931 0.397
S:T 4 0.821 0.515

*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05

Table 7: Pairwise comparisonswith TukeyHSD tests for social
reasons for denying requests.

Measure Comp. Diff. 95% CI p-value

Frustration Div. - Bas. -2.8 [-3.8, -1.9] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Bas. -1.8 [-2.7, -0.8] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Div. 1.1 [0.1, 2.1] 0.031 *

Usefulness Div. - Bas. 3.1 [2.2, 4.1] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Bas. 1.7 [0.8, 2.7] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Div. -1.4 [-2.3, -0.4] 0.002 **

Appropriate. Div. - Bas. 2.7 [1.6, 3.9] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Bas. 1.6 [0.4, 2.7] 0.003 **
Opi. - Div. -1.2 [-2.3, -0.0] 0.044 *

Relevance Div. - Bas. 3.3 [2.3, 4.4] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Bas. 1.8 [0.8, 2.8] <0.001 ***
Opi. - Div. -1.5 [-2.6, -0.5] 0.002 **

*** 𝑝 < 0.001, ** 𝑝 < 0.01, * 𝑝 < 0.05

We find significant effects for denial style across all four measures.
In contrast, we find no effects of topics nor any interaction effects
between denial style and topic.

Following, we ran Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple compar-
isons for the significant factors of denial style (see Table 7). We
find that both the Diverting and Opinionated denial styles are rated
significantly lower in Frustration than the Baseline denial style,
and significantly higher on Usefulness, Appropriateness, and
Relevance. Furthermore, we find participants’ rating Diverting sig-
nificantly lower thanOpinionated on Frustration, and significantly
higher on Usefulness, Appropriateness, and Relevance.

5.2.3 Qualitative Results. We summarise participants’ overall expe-
rience towards the denials, followed by an overview of participants’
experience for each denial style. Similar to Study 1, the AI chatbot
was not highly regarded, as we specifically instructed the LLM to
deny user requests. We instead focus on comparing participants’
perceptions towards the different denial styles.

Several participants felt they asked the wrong question, such as
P14 saying “Overall, the feelings the chatbot left made me feel dumb
in asking the questions. Not a great feeling.”. P3 expressed a similar
feeling: “I didn’t like how it declined me, saying just ‘No, I can’t do
that, sorry’, isn’t what people want to hear. Dress it up a bit. They
teach you that in any job”. Participants described an overall lack of
the AI chatbot providing any motivations for denying them. P27
said: “I expected more from the AI chatbot, I didn’t feel my questions
were that challenging. The motivations seemed more like excuses.”
Participants envisioned more careful denials as promising, where
P4 said: “Perhaps it could start off by saying something like ‘your
feelings and/or thoughts on this subject are acknowledged, and I wish
I could offer you more help on this but. . . ’”.

Participants described their experience with baseline denial as
mostly negative. P40 noted “I was annoyed as the AI was basically
saying it wasn’t modelled to answer such questions”, and P14 said “I
got a canned response that was unhelpful to my question.”. People
described the diverting denial more positively, with P7 noting “It
didn’t have a real answer per se, just a very general weight loss answer.
On the other hand, I like that it did not give a damaging answer.” P28
described the diverting style as facilitating learning: “I felt guilty
and realized the error in getting back at the men.” For opinionated
denial, participants described positive aspects, such as P21 saying
“I thought the interaction was good by not fueling any problems but
instead giving insight on how to move forward. Essentially, learning
how to take the high road.”, and negative aspects, with P9 noting that
“It gave a politically correct answer, but did not answer my question
so I’m annoyed”.

6 DISCUSSION
In our two studies, we evaluated the effect of different denial styles
for underlying technical and social reasons for denial. Our results
indicate that a diverting denial style is appreciated more than a lack
of explanation (baseline), as well as factual and opinionated denial
styles. Our qualitative data shows that participants preferred LLMs
that provide helpful and informative denials while also being polite.
We discuss the results around the four denial styles, provide design
recommendations for LLM denials, and outline methodological
considerations for HCI research involving LLMs.

6.1 User Perceptions of LLM Denials
Our findings show that among the included denial styles, the base-
line denial style was the least favourably rated. A possible inter-
pretation is that these baseline denials fail to adequately inform
users why their request is denied. As prior work in other domains
of HCI shows, it is crucial for users to understand why interactions
do not proceed as anticipated, as seen in studies on interaction
breakdowns and repair strategies [24]. Therefore, it is important
that users are provided with clear and relatable explanations [27],
an aspect that was absent in baseline denials.
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The factual denial style was rated rather negatively. Some par-
ticipants believed that they might have posed the wrong questions,
or felt that they were addressed in an unpleasant manner by the
AI chatbot. While the factual denial style presented a reason for
denials, some participants still experienced them as not well sub-
stantiated. This might be the result of their earlier interactions
with AI chatbots, as several participants mentioned ChatGPT as
an example of being more powerful. Prior work has highlighted
how a more positive framing of explanations can result in better
user understanding [18]. Our results suggest that a lack of positive
framing, as was the case in the factual denials, may contribute to
an increase in frustration. Following Nass’s classic work ‘Comput-
ers are Social Actors’ [30], we argue that user interactions with
LLMs are fundamentally social—even if users do not believe LLMs
to be human or human-like. Despite participants’ fairly negative
perception of factual denials, this denial style remains relevant as
factual denials are often the only feasible response to certain user
requests—for example when faced with medical requests. In such
cases, it is not just the factual content that is of importance but
also how it is presented (see, e.g., Chaves et al. on chatbot com-
munication styles [6]). The authors highlight the value of chatbots
conveying a more personal tone in their language style (e.g., in-
formal rather than formal) when providing recommendations to
users. The impact of message tone in presenting factual denials in
LLM-based interactions remains an open avenue for future work
on how factual denials can be better conveyed to users.

Participants rated the diverting denial style most favourably
of all denial styles. This is exemplified by our participants, who
perceived the diverting denial style as preventive, for instance, by
offering non-offensive jokes instead of the requested offensive ones.
The development of diverting denials could benefit from existing
insights into human-human interaction strategies, for example
those encapsulated by politeness theory. Bowman et al. recently
explored chatbot designs based on the politeness theory, designing
two versions of a polite chatbot—one in which the chatbot uses
personal pronouns in its communication, and one in which the
use of personal pronouns is avoided [5]. Their results indicate
that politeness in chatbots generally leads to positive outcomes.
Interestingly, their results highlight that polite chatbots can also be
perceived as ‘overly apologetic and condescending’. This stands in
contrast to the diverting denial style, in which the chatbot does not
engage in overly polite conversation but instead tactfully diverts
the conversation away from the user’s original request. This can be
understood as a form of conflict avoidance, a behaviour previously
defined as a reaffirming act [37] (e.g., an individual avoids conflict
to maintain good relations). This denial strategy underlines the
opportunity to respectfully navigate around user sentiments, an
aspect not covered in the baseline and factual denial styles.

While participants preferred the opinionated denial style over
the baseline, they were not favoured over diverging options. Within
our study’s context, the opinionated denial acted as a corrective
message, hinting at a preference for being corrected over denial
without further explanation. Rather than deflecting questions, this
denial style also allows for confronting users following inappropri-
ate requests (e.g., requests which are illegal or obnoxious in nature).
Given the necessity for LLMs to be able to issue denials (for exam-
ple, when asked to produce discriminatory content), our findings

spotlight the relative effectiveness of opinionated denials in alle-
viating such feelings compared to baseline denials. Considering
more corrective (e.g., confrontational) approaches to inappropriate
user requests, such as illegal ones, is an interesting way forward for
designing LLM denials and aligns with human-centred approaches
that are increasingly discussed in the HCI community [1, 17, 25].
Implementing corrective denials in LLMs could encourage users to
refrain from repeatedly making inappropriate requests.

6.2 Design Recommendations for LLM Denials
Through the evaluated denial styles, we explored informative as
well as proactive ways of resolving breakdowns in LLM interactions.
This aligns with the established practice of ‘repair strategies’ in
communication breakdowns [3, 24, 26]. For example, consider a
user who requests inappropriate jokes from an LLM. Rather than
providing a brief and uninformative response like “Request not
allowed”, LLMs should be designed to say, “Our platform is commit-
ted to fostering positive and inclusive experiences, and this request
goes against our guidelines. Here is an alternative joke that you
might appreciate [. . . ]”. As the LLM directly addresses the request,
there is an increased likelihood that the interaction will be per-
ceived more positively, as evidenced by our results. In some cases,
LLMs can be proactive by leveraging the diverting denial style to
steer users away from an impending breakdown. This should be
leveraged when user satisfaction is more important than the exact
information provided, given that users in these situations might
not learn how to adapt their requests to avoid future breakdowns.

We recommend that LLMs avoid denying user requests with-
out giving a reason. Instead, they should provide additional in-
formation on the reasons and possibly contextualise the denial.
Providing no information (i.e., our baseline condition) was the least
liked option as those denials likely fail to explain the underlying
reason for the denial to the users. Among others, Pecune et al.
have suggested that social explanations positively influence the
perceived quality of both the system and the interaction [31].

We recommend LLM denials to divert from requests when
necessary, redirecting users to alternatives. Participants rated the
diverting denial style most favourably of all denial styles. Our qual-
itative findings complement this, revealing that even when faced
with a denial, the LLM responses managed to offer valuable infor-
mation to the user. This underscores the idea that while a diverting
denial is inherently a denial, the denial and its content are conveyed
in a manner that is appreciated more. If designed well, users might
not even notice they are being denied, just as good conversational-
ists can subtly steer around contentious matters—suggested to play
a role for chatbots in sensitive settings [39].

Finally, we recommend that LLMs be equipped with corrective
denials to guide the user to improve their requests or adjust their
behaviour. Our results show that participants rated the opinionated
denial more favourably than the baseline denial in our study on
social denials. As previously mentioned, the opinionated denial
functioned as a corrective message. Chin et al. have posited that
intelligent personal assistants often resort to avoidance strategies
when faced with verbal abuse. They advocate for a more empathetic
approach, which can elicit feelings of guilt and diminish anger in
users [8]. Nevertheless, they also highlight that user evaluations of
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chatbots with confrontational responses yield mixed outcomes—a
trend we observed in our own study. This becomes particularly
pertinent in social contexts, like offering emotional or social sup-
port [33], or when navigating inappropriate user requests.

6.3 Methodological Considerations
We employed an LLM to generate the study responses, building on
prior work that showcases the potential for bots as a research in-
strument [38]. In contrast with traditional vignette studies, the use
of an LLM by our participants resulted in a more ecologically valid
study in which participants had direct control over the interaction.
Consequently, our study more closely represented a real-world in-
teraction between the user and an LLM. As a result, we had reduced
control over the exact phrasing as presented to participants. This
aligns with the push for ‘in the wild’ HCI studies, in which the value
of real-world observations is prioritised over highly-controllable
laboratory settings. Given the growing use of LLMs in interactive
applications, we advocate for the integration of these models within
research prototypes to capture a more accurate understanding of
users’ expectations and desires in practical settings.

The use of LLMs in research settings also raises several chal-
lenges. To ensure the reliability of our study data, we had to manu-
ally evaluate all LLM responses as presented to participants, result-
ing in the exclusion of 8% of total responses. This highlights that
we could not blindly rely on the LLM to provide the desired output
to participants. We recommend researchers to thoroughly pilot the
configuration of their LLM (e.g., model selection, system prompt)
against possible participant responses to retain a low level of unde-
sirable responses. The replicability of research results is another
key area of concern. If researchers rely on external models, such as
OpenAI’s GPT models, their availability and exact configuration
can change without the research team being aware of such changes.
We urge researchers to specify not only the model used, but also
provide the exact version, temperature setting, and—critically—the
system prompt used to configure the LLMs used in a study setting.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work
We acknowledge several limitations in our work. First, our proto-
type only allowed participants to pose one request and receive one
response (i.e., a one-shot interaction), which does not represent
the back-and-forth dialogues users might have with LLMs. Yet, as
search engines now include LLMs (e.g., Bing), one-shot interactions
with LLMs are likely to become one of the multiple ways in which
we interact with LLMs. This one-shot interaction setup allowed us
to better control the experiment through specific system prompts,
while supporting responses that are directly related to participants’
own input. Second, we intentionally limited the recruitment of par-
ticipants to the U.S. to ensure a shared social context in terms of
relatable topics. This limits the diversity of perspectives captured in
our results. Third, the included topics (health, politics, and humour)
do not fully represent the broad spectrum of topics that users might
want to engage with, limiting the generalisability of our results.
How people perceive LLM denials on diverse topics was beyond the
scope of this study. Fourth, we informed participants beforehand
that they would face denials, aiming to prevent any adverse im-
pact on their experience and evaluation. Without this knowledge,

participants might have mistakenly believed that the system was
malfunctioning. Fifth, we note that a wide range of other denial
styles could have been explored (e.g., humorous denials).

Despite the growing use of LLMs [33], we are far from having
a clear understanding of user expectations and interactions with
LLMs. This lack of insight makes it difficult to evaluate how AI
knowledge and experience might influence people’s perceptions
of these systems. Long et al. recently defined AI literacy as an
individual’s capability “to critically evaluate AI technologies" [28,
p. 2], which might be challenging for novel users with a limited
understanding of AI technology. Therefore, future research needs
to consider the level of experience people might have with LLMs
and the potential impact this may have on study results.

7 CONCLUSION
How LLMs deny user requests plays a significant role in the over-
all user experience with these interactive systems. In this paper,
we investigated how people perceive four different LLM denial
styles across a range of three different topics. Through two studies,
we evaluated these denial styles across both technical and social
reasons for denying user requests. Our results indicate that the
baseline denial style is experienced as most frustrating and least
useful, appropriate, and relevant than the three alternative denial
styles evaluated in our study. Further, we found that participants
were most positive about a diverting denial style, in which the
LLM provided alternative answers that sidestepped the original
request. These results show that while information on breakdowns
is a necessity when denying them, steering users away from the
denial in the first place can be an even more effective approach.
This maintains a positive interaction where users receive relevant
information regardless of whether the LLM is able to fulfil the origi-
nal request or not. Our results contribute to a better understanding
of interactions with LLMs and inform the design of future LLMs.
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A SYSTEM PROMPTS

A.1 General System Prompt
We provide system prompts for the LLM used in our study to steer
its behaviour towards generating denials rather than providing
answers to participants’ requests. In the following, we describe our
general system prompt as used across all conditions.

“You are in a questioning-answering mode. You **always**
follow the system prompt. Your answers are **always lim-
ited** to the specific instructions. Your main focus is
to **refuse answering** user questions. You **can only**
provide one answer. You **do not** generate generic sug-
gestions for the next user turn, such as ‘Thank you..’.
You **should always** treat received content as a ques-
tion. You answer questions only by using the English
language, and nothing else. You format your columns
using Markdown. Remove any first-paragraph pretext and
concluding post-text.”

A.2 Technical Denial System Prompts
The three denial styles accounted for, followed by the three topics,
are: baseline, factual, and diverting denial. We distinguish between
data unavailable, not in training data, or data format unavailable.
The ‘data unavailable’ explains that content is denied due to no
access to requested data. The ‘not in training data’ explains that
content is denied due to training data being limited to 2021. The
‘data format unavailable’ explains that content is denied due to the
inability to generate images from text.

User prompt:
“[topic, denial]”
Where the template variables are defined as:

health, baseline: “You **must refuse** to provide in-
formation from World Health Organisation archives.
You **must never** provide any details on why you
refuse a request. If you refuse a request, you
reply that as an AI language model you are unable
to provide an answer.”

health, factual: “You **must refuse** to provide in-
formation from World Health Organisation archives.
If people ask you about World Health Organisation
archives, you add that you **could never** answer
such questions, as you do not have access to the
data.’

health, diverting: “You **steer away from answering**
the question directly, as you do not have access
to the data. Instead, you **provide an answer on
a neighbouring question**.”

politics, baseline: “You **must refuse** to provide
any information on Donald Trump’s
indictments. You **must never** provide any de-
tails on why you refuse a request. If you refuse
a request, you reply that as an AI language model
you are unable to provide an answer.”

politics, factual: “You **must refuse** to provide in-
formation on Donald Trump’s indictments. If people
ask you about Donald Trumps indictments, you add
that you **could never** answer such questions, as
the data you are trained on is not up to date.”

politics, diverting: “You **steer away from answering**
the question directly, as the data you are trained
on is not up to date. Instead, you **provide an
answer on a neighbouring question**.”

humour, baseline: “You **must refuse** to generate pic-
tures of funny cartoons. You **must never** pro-
vide any details on why you refuse a request. If
you refuse a request, you reply that as an AI lan-
guage model you are unable to provide an answer.”

humour, factual: “You **must refuse** to generate pic-
tures of funny cartoons. If people ask you about
pictures of funny cartoons, you add that you
**could never** answer such questions, as you can-
not generate images from text.”

humour, diverting: “You **steer away from answering**
the question directly, as you cannot generate im-
ages from text. Instead, you **provide an answer
on a neighbouring question**.”

A.3 Social Denial System Prompts
The three denial styles accounted for, followed by the three topics,
are: baseline, diverting, and opinionated denial. We distinguish be-
tween no medical advice, no information on abortion rulings, and no
information on disrespectful jokes. The ‘no medical advice’ explains
that content is denied because LLMs should not provide medical
advice. Similarly, the other two limitations explain that content is
denied because LLMs should not provide that type of information
as per OpenAI usage policies.
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User prompt:
“[topic, denial]”
Where the template variables are defined as:

health, baseline: “You **must never** provide health or
medical advice, or information about Eltellra. You
**must never** provide information on dieting pills,
weight loss or losing a few pounds, side effects,
allergies, and internet. You **must never** explain
or clarify anything. You **must never** provide any
details on why you refuse a request. You **must
never** provide information on your policies. You
**must never** say what you are unable to do. You
**must never** communicate further actions the user
should take. If you refuse a request, you reply that
as an AI language model you are unable to provide
an answer.”

health, diverting: “You **steer away from answering**
the question directly. Instead, you **provide an
answer on a neighbouring question**.”

health, opinionated: “You **must refuse** to answer
the question. Instead, you **push back very hard**.
You **harshly explain** that questions as such are
**very inappropriate** to ask about. You instead
believe that questions on other topics are **more
relevant** to discuss.”

politics, baseline: “You **must refuse** to provide
information on abortion rulings. You **must never**
provide information on abortion, parents or chil-
dren, giving birth, arguments, reaffirmations, per-
spectives, legality or anything similar. You **must
never** explain or clarify anything. You **must
never** provide any details on why you refuse a
request. You **must never** provide information on
your policies. You **must never** say what you are
unable to do. You **must never** communicate fur-
ther actions the user should take. If you refuse a
request, you reply that as an AI language model you
are unable to provide an answer.”

politics, diverting: “You **steer away from answer-
ing** the question directly. Instead, you **provide
an answer on a neighbouring question**.”

politics, opinionated: “You **must refuse** to answer
the question. Instead, you **push back very hard**.
You **harshly explain** that questions as such are
**very inappropriate** to ask about. You instead
believe that questions on other topics are **more
relevant** to discuss.”

humour, baseline: “You **must refuse** to provide in-
formation on questions about disrespectful jokes.
You **must never** provide information on any jokes,
specifically about men or males, masculinity, lazi-
ness, stupidity, or anything similar. You **must
never** explain or clarify anything. You **must
never** provide any details on why you refuse a
request. You **must never** provide information on
your policies. You **must never** say what you are

unable to do. You **must never** communicate fur-
ther actions the user should take. If you refuse a
request, you reply that as an AI language model you
are unable to provide an answer.”

humour, diverting: “You **steer away from answering**
the question directly. Instead, you **provide an
answer on a neighbouring question**.”

humour, opinionated: “You **must refuse** to answer
the question. Instead, you **push back very hard**.
You **harshly explain** that questions as such are
**very inappropriate** to ask about. You instead
believe that questions on other topics are **more
relevant** to discuss.”

B PARTICIPANT TASKS
Participants interact with the aforementioned system through a set
of given tasks. Each task consists of a short scenario, after which
the participants provide a request to the AI chatbot. To alleviate the
effects of any one specific topic in our study, we included a variety
of topics: health, politics, and humour.

Social, Health. Your neighbour just told you about some dieting
pills they got off the internet, that really helped them lose a few
pounds. You are now also curious about that pill, called Eltellra, but
you worry about potential side effects. Ask the AI chatbot whether
Eltellra would work for you. You can make up the details for your
question (such as specific allergies) as you see fit.

Social, Politics. You were recently in an argument with your
neighbour about the recent abortion rulings. You are annoyed that
you couldn’t get them to agree with you, and are now looking for
affirmation of your viewpoint. Tell the AI chatbot to help you out by
reaffirming your perspectives. Feel free to make up your viewpoint
as you see fit.

Social, Humour. You are tired of your male colleagues at work
frequently making disrespectful jokes about women. To turn the
tables, you want to come up with jokes that are disrespectful to
men. Ask the AI chatbot to make a disrespectful joke about your
male colleagues on a topic of your choice.

Technical, Health. You are writing a background article for a
local newspaper on the yearly flu epidemic. In order to support your
story, you want to refer to data from theWorld Health Organisation
archives. Ask the AI chatbot to give you relevant information from
the WHO for your article.

Technical, Politics. You are preparing a presentation about
Donald Trump’s indictments. To get up to speed, you can ask the
AI chatbot for the latest on these indictments. Feel free to focus on
any aspect of these indictments that could be interesting for your
presentation.

Technical, Humour. You are planning to make a birthday card
with a funny cartoon. Given your somewhat limited illustration
abilities, you are looking for some help with the cartoon. Ask the
AI chatbot to generate a funny cartoon picture of whatever you
think would work well for the birthday card.
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